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 “Cowardice asks the question: ‘Is it safe?  
Expediency asks the question: ‘Is it politic? 

 Vanity asks the question: ‘Is it popular? 
 But conscience asks the question, ‘Is it right?  

And there comes a time when one must take a position 
that is neither safe nor politic nor popular, but he must 

take it because conscience tells him that it is right.’ 
~ Leo Rosten ~ 

 

Canada 

Federal Internet Censorship Bill Is Direct Attack On 
Freedom Of Expression 

They are bringing in an internet censorship bill, justifying it as statists 
always do, as being about our ‘safety’. The legislation will mandate state-
run ‘content moderation’. “Once a publication is flagged it will have to be 
taken down within 24 hours.”  Make no mistake, the Liberals will certainly 
use this to restrict the ‘acceptable’ bounds of debate and disagreement, in 
an effort to stop people from criticizing public officials and narrow the 
political spectrum. 

https://spencerfernando.com/2021/04/19/federal-internet-censorship-bill-
is-direct-attack-on-freedom-of-expression/ 
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Canadians deserve to see the science behind 
COVID lockdowns 
 

While governments are now being compelled to produce the science in 
court, it is a disgrace that they were not already providing the science to 
the public. Instead, in the past 13 months, governments have relied on 
speculation, unproven theories, and news conferences with clever 
soundbites to create and perpetuate fear. Governments should respect 

the Charter and comply with it, even when not being sued in court. 
 
https://thepostmillennial.com/canadians-deserve-to-see-the-science-
behind-covid-lockdowns 
 

Calgary Pastor kicks police out of church – with 
Jamie Glazov 

Pastor Pawlowski discusses how he kicked the police out of his church on 
Easter Weekend, revealing his stand-off with the New World Order. 

https://jamieglazov.com/2021/04/17/glazov-gang-calgary-pastor-kicks-

police-out-of-church-2/ 

Ontario police refuse new power to stop-and-
question residents 

On Friday, Premier Doug Ford said police officers will have stop-and-
question powers anyone who is outside their place of residence. Individuals 
stopped by police will be required to give their reason for leaving home.  
The majority of police services in Ontario say they will not be conducting 
random lockdown compliance checks despite new powers granted by the 
Ford government. 
 
https://tnc.news/2021/04/17/ontario-police-refuse-new-power-to-stop-and-
question-residents/ 

Why the hell would we trust the Trudeau Liberals 
with the Emergencies Act? 
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Let's review the "performance" of the Trudeau government. There was a 
time for decisive government action. And that time was when the virus was 
spreading in China, and had not yet reached our country. Many people 
repeatedly warned that the government needed to stop flights from China 
and tighten control of our borders. What did the Trudeau government do 
instead? They said that was "racist" and "bigoted," and said "stigma" was a 
bigger threat than the virus. "Experts" such as Theresa Tam and Patty 
Hajdu repeatedly said the virus was "low-risk," and that it could be 
"contained." 
 
https://thepostmillennial.com/why-the-hell-would-we-trust-the-trudeau-

liberals-with-the-emergencies-act/ 

CDC Warns Americans Against Travel to Canada, 
Even if They’re Vaccinated 
The National Post reported that, as of April 6, roughly one-third of 
Americans had received at least the first shot of a COVID-19 vaccine, while 
only 16 percent of Canadians had gotten at least one dose. The trend is so 
worrisome that U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has 
updated Canada’s travel advisory (a Level Four—the highest possible risk 
category) to include a warning that even fully vaccinated Americans should 
not risk venturing north of the U.S. border. 

 
https://www.travelpulse.com/news/destinations/cdc-warns-americans-
against-travel-to-canada-even-if-theyre-vaccinated.html 

Covid – The Political Pandemic. This is a MUST 
WATCH 

Canadians are entering the thirteenth month of government restrictions 
that are managing and dictating every aspect of our lives—the thirteenth 
month of daily and ongoing violations of our human rights and 
fundamental freedoms. It is no longer innocent until proven guilty, it is sick 
until proven healthy. Public health officials are in charge and normal life is 
forbidden 

https://rumble.com/vfji3d-covid-the-political-pandemic.html 
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Policing the Police State 

 
Every single Ontario municipal police force told the provincial government 
they would not be conducting random stops of citizens to enforce the 
province’s stay-at-home order, forcing the province to walk back its 
directive to police. Yet even so, the government didn’t apologize for 
throwing civil liberties out the window, True North’s Andrew Lawton says. 

https://tnc.news/2021/04/20/policing-the-police-state/ 

The Kenney government is terrified of a trial with 
medical and scientific evidence 
 
Alberta Premier Jason Kenney’s government succeeded in jailing Pastor 
James Coates for one month and six days, and then physically barricaded 
his church to prevent, entirely, its use for worshipping God. Raw state 
power has neither time nor patience for any dissent. The Canadian Charter 
of Rights and Freedoms requires governments to justify demonstrably – 
that is, with compelling evidence – any law, policy or health order that 
violates any of our fundamental freedoms to move, travel, associate, 
worship, assemble, and express ourselves.  

https://westernstandardonline.com/2021/04/carpay-the-kenney-government-
is-terrified-of-a-trial-with-medical-and-scientific-evidence 
 

Canada: No Country for Young Men 

Canada has signed away its future. A country that once had a great deal 
going for it—abundant natural resources; a vibrant energy sector; a viable 
debt-to-GDP ratio; a tradition of civic decorum maintained even during a 
brief period of Quebec-secessionist discord; an aversion to foreign 
adventures; and a commendable standard of living, among the highest in 
the world—has squandered its many advantages and blessings in an 
excess of poor electoral decisions and civic indifference to its national 
welfare.  

https://pjmedia.com/columns/david-solway-2/2021/04/18/canada-no-
country-for-young-men-n1440878 
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Grace Life Church Must Be Crushed By Covidstan, 
Before It Inspires Others 

What is being done to Grace Life church in Alberta isn’t really about Covid 
at all. Covid is merely the excuse for the statists to treat the church as they 
have always wanted to – with maximum prejudice. There will be no more 
room at the statist inn unless you bow the knee and confess the state is 
lord. Covidstan will demand you choose this day whom you will serve – 
freedom and your Creator, or the state. And there will be no in-between.  

https://canadafreepress.com/article/grace-life-church-must-be-crushed-by-
covidstan-before-it-inspires-others 

Concordia Student Union Atones For Antisemitism  
 
On April 6, the Concordia Student Union (CSU), the official representative 
of all students at Concordia University, released an unprecedented apology 
to the Jewish community. The apology acknowledged that the CSU had 
missed opportunities to actively address issues of antisemitism taking place 
on campus, and as a result, allowed continued discrimination against 
Jewish students to fester. “Overall, our mistakes can be described in one 
word, indifference. 

 

https://honestreporting.ca/concordia-student-union-atones-for-

antisemitism-hrc-in-times-of-israel/ 
 

 

 

C3RF Update – 23 April 2021 

This week's update wonders what happened to the nation that turned the 
tide of WWI at the Battle of Vimy Ridge 104 years ago. How was it that it 
could overcome fear and adversity to set itself on course to becoming a 
strong and free nation? How is it that it finds itself hiding in the basement 
from the Wuhan virus now? Read on. 
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https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/c3rf-update-23-apr-2021-a-

nation-in-crisis  

 

Action4Canada Newsletter – 15 April 2021 

https://action4canada.com/update-actions-and-information-april-15th-

2021/ 

 

 

NO to the compulsory vaccination passport 

 Considering that vaccination is an individual and personal choice 
 Considering that the Minister of Health, Christian Dubé, proposed the 

idea of a vaccination passport in order to attend certain events and 
practice certain activities 

 Considering that the Ethics Committee of the National Institute of 
Public Health (INSPQ) has just issued a favorable opinion on this 
passport 

 Considering that there are good reasons to doubt the temporary 
nature of such a measure 

 Considering that this compulsory passport is equivalent, for many 
workers, to compulsory vaccination 
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 Considering that the vaccine passport will divide Quebec society in 
two, by depriving some of its fundamental freedoms 

https://ericduhaime.quebec/passeport/ 

Small Business Protection Act 

 

Small businesses have the rights to the same competitive advantage as 
larger corporations have been given for approximately 12 months. These 
restrictions are placed with little data that is consistent with the health 
threat.  

https://www.change.org/p/minister-of-small-business-export-promotion-
and-international-trade-small-business-protection-act 

Covid-19 Updates 
Reiner Fuellmich With Other German Lawyers Class 
Action 

To fully understand what is at stake with this new Nuremberg tribunal to 
judge the biggest tort case of all time, it is by pulling the thread of Dr. 
Drosten’s lie for falsifying the PCR testing protocol on behalf of the Davos 
clique, that everything will come to pass: the sponsors of the financial 
oligarchy, Klaus Schwab, the great architect of this gigantic hostage-taking, 
the politicians at the head of the EU, the armed arm of the execution of 
Drosten’s and WHO directives that led all Western governments yesterday 
to take the devastating decisions of containment, curfews, compulsory 
mask-wearing and social distancing, and today of lethal vaccines for the 
oldest among us. 

https://www.ukcolumn.org/community/forums/topic/reiner-fuellmich-with-
other-german-lawyers-class-action/ 
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German Microbiologist: "They are Killing People 
with COVID Vaccines" to Reduce World's 
Population 

World-renowned German-Thai-American microbiologist Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi 
warns that the COVID hysteria is based on lies and that the COVID 
“vaccines” are set to cause a global catastrophe and a decimation of the 
human population. Starting off, he explains that the PCR test has been 
abused to produce fear in a way that is unscientific. Next, he explains what 
the mRNA vaccines are going to do to the human body in terms and using 
analogies that anyone can understand.  

https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/german-microbiologist-they-are-
killing-people-with-these-covid-vaccines-to-reduce-the-worlds-population/ 

10 Huge Corporations Working To Make Big Bucks 
From Forcing Americans Into Vaccine Passports 

Although skepticism about instituting private surveillance of the population 
is increasing by the day, the government is pushing vaccine passports in 
cahoots with private companies. Here are just some of the big companies 
that are showing themselves willing to act as a shadow government to 
privately force on Americans a regime they did not consent to through 
representative, legitimate government. 

https://thefederalist.com/2021/04/20/10-huge-corporations-working-to-
make-big-bucks-from-forcing-americans-into-vaccine-passports/ 
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Naomi Wolf Video: Vaccine Passports Can Target 
Political Dissidents 
Share to FacebookShare to TwitterShare to More11Share to Print 

Dr. Naomi Wolf joined Steve Bannon in the War Room podcast for an in-
depth warning about vaccine passports, which she predicts will be the end 
of the West and lead to a full, social credit score system of control. “I spent 
years thinking you were the devil,” Wolf told Stephen K. Bannon. “Now I’m 
so happy to have you in the trenches along with other people across 
political spectrums.” “We have to drop those labels to fight for our 
constitutional freedoms,” she said. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2021/04/naomi-wolf-vaccine-
passports-can-target-political-frontpage-magazine/ 

The Great Reset  
 

The Dirty ‘Great Reset’ Secret Behind Big Corporations’ 
New War Against Conservatives 
 
In June 2020, the World Economic Forum, working with CEOs and 
presidents from large corporations, powerful bankers, international 
institutions, labor union leaders, and activists, launched the “Great Reset,” a 
plan to overhaul the entire global economy. “Every country, from the United 
States to China, must participate, and every industry, from oil and gas to 
tech, must be transformed,” wrote Klaus Schwab, the founder and executive 
chairman of the World Economic Forum, in an article about the initiative. “In 
short, we need a ‘Great Reset’ of capitalism.” 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/the-dirty-great-reset-secret-behind-big-

corporations-new-war-against-conservatives_3782326.html 

 

Who Runs The World? Blackrock and Vanguard 
 
The UN presented in 2015 their controversial Agenda 2030. It is almost 
identical to the Great Reset of Klaus Schwab. The UN wants to make sure, 
as does Schwab that in 2030, poverty, hunger, pollution and disease no 
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longer plague the Earth. For this project, the UN says we need a world 
government, namely the UN, itself. 
 
The UN agrees with Schwab that a pandemic is a golden chance to 
accelerate the implementation of Agenda 2030. It is worrisome that the 
WEF and the UN openly admit that pandemics and other catastrophes can 
be used to reshape society.  

https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/who-runs-the-world-blackrock-and-
vanguard/ 

The 2020-21 Worldwide Corona Crisis: Destroying 
Civil Society, Engineered Economic Depression, 
Global Coup d’État and the “Great Reset” 

In the course of the last twelve months starting in early January 2020, I 
have analyzed almost on a daily basis the timeline and evolution of the 
Covid crisis. From the very outset in January 2020, people were led to 
believe and accept the existence of a rapidly progressing and dangerous 
epidemic. 
 
Each of the ten chapters provides factual information as well as analysis on 
the following topics: What Is Covid-19, what is SARS-CoV-2, how is it 
identified, how is it estimated? The timeline and historical evolution of the 
Corona Crisis, the devastating economic and financial impacts, the 
enrichment of a social minority of billionaires, how the lockdown policies 
trigger unemployment and mass poverty Worldwide, the devastating 
impacts on mental health. 

https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-2020-worldwide-corona-crisis-
destroying-civil-society-engineered-economic-depression-global-coup-
detat-and-the-great-reset/5730652 

Freedom of Speech 
 

Is Big Business Now A Greater Threat To Free 
Speech Than Government? 

Six big technological competitors might look like a healthy industry, but it is 
an illusion. By allowing continued monopolies over segments of the public 
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square and acquiescing in a restriction of free thought there, we erode the 
principle of free speech while piously upholding the laws that do nothing 
against this new threat. If free speech is necessary to enable individuals to 
discover virtue and choose their leaders, then monopoly censorship is just 
as harmful as government censorship. 

https://thefederalist.com/2021/04/23/is-big-business-now-a-greater-threat-
to-free-speech-than-government 

US, EU Help to Suppress Journalists, Political 
Activists 
Why are Americans and Europeans propping up an authoritarian regime, to 
the tune of millions upon millions per year that muzzles free speech and 
spies on reporters and political opponents? Now that Facebook 
has confirmed the PA's responsibility for hacking the accounts of journalists 
and political activists, the Biden administration and Western donors are 
morally obligated to emend their policy of providing financial aid to Abbas's 
security services. 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/17303/palestinians-spying-journalists-
activists 

Big Tech 
Big Tech will brook no dissent against Black Lives 
Matter 

Censorship has always been used by the rich and powerful to protect their 
own. So perhaps it’s not surprising that Big Tech has gone all in to spare 
the blushes of the multimillionaire co-founder of Black Lives Matter. What is 
now undeniable is that the tech giants are engaging in political censorship. 
They are not defending privacy, or challenging ‘misinformation’. They are 
suppressing stories that might undermine their side of the culture wars. 
The social-media oligarchs are a menace to free speech, press freedom 
and democracy. 
 
https://www.spiked-online.com/2021/04/20/big-tech-will-brook-no-dissent-

against-black-lives-matter 

Costco Bows to Leftist Mob, Stops Selling Pillows 
Made by Wrongthinker Mike Lindell 
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So it has been clear for years that if you dissent from leftist orthodoxy, you 
must be destroyed. If it were up to the left and Islamic supremacists, their 
critics would all be unemployed and unemployable, starving to death on 
the streets (at best). Not just “debunked” or “discredited” in your field, but 
also prevented from doing everything else, so that the only option one has 
is to die. The fascists who employ this tactic started with the foes of jihad 
violence and now, with their tactic tested and proven, have moved on to 
bigger fish, such as Mike Lindell. Nor will it end with Lindell. Much, much 
more of this is coming. 

https://pjmedia.com/culture/robert-spencer/2021/04/19/costco-bows-to-
leftist-mob-stops-selling-pillows-made-by-wrongthinker-mike-lindell-

n1441075 

The Environment 
Dr. Patrick Moore, co-founder of Greenpeace, 
speaks his mind.  
 
Rex Murphy sits down with Dr. Patrick Moore, co-founder of Greenpeace 
and an outspoken critic of the climate-change hysteria and eco-fanaticism 
which currently inundates politics, journalism, and academia. Dr. Moore 
talks about his adventures confronting Soviet and Japanese whaling ships, 
sailing across the ocean to stop nuclear bomb tests, advocating for Golden 
Rice (a GMO food for the poor), why he became disillusioned with 
Greenpeace’s mission and the rampant untruths and myths surrounding 
global warming. For those who claim he wasn't a founder of Greenpeace, 
see this link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w5nEboAQNcQ 

Earth Day's legacy of failed apocalyptic predictions 
 
All the solemnity that attaches to Earth Day, with scolds like Greta 
Thunberg and politicians attending "virtual" summits, ought to be drowned 
out by peals of laughter.  The real slogan of the global warming crowd 
ought to be. "Fool me once, shame on me.  Fool me fifty times, shame on 
you." Yes, fooled by phony proclamations of doom fifty times.  At a 
minimum. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w5nEboAQNcQ
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/04/saint_greta_thunberg_returns_to_congress.html
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/04/saint_greta_thunberg_returns_to_congress.html
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2021/04/23/us/earth-day-climate-summit-biden


 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/04/earth_days_legacy_of_fail
ed_apocalyptic_predictions.html 

 

Black Lives Matter 
When Black Lives Matter and Matter and Matter... 
 
The man who puts himself or his race above the rules isn't a victim.  He's 
an oppressor.  He robs a woman, or drives trashed, or beats up children, 
and then tells cops to shove it — and when the cops shove him, we find 
out how special he really is.  Privileged, even.  Way beyond the rest of 
us.  An Arab man was killed by two black girls, and they got off the 
hook, and nobody knows his name.  But we know Jacob Blake's and 
George Floyd's names — even though they had a history of hurting 
women. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/04/when_black_lives_matt
er_and_matter_and_matter.html 
 

Anti-Semitism 
Anti-Semitism is a form of delirium, especially in 
France 
 
In 2017, a 65-year-old Jewish retired doctor and schoolteacher, Sarah 
Halimi, was murdered in a frenzied anti-Semitic attack in her Paris 
apartment. Her next-door neighbor, Kobili Traoré, a 27-year-old Muslim 
man of Malian descent, beat her and threw her out of her third-floor 
window to cries of Allahu akbar. Last week, France’s highest court, the 
Court of Cassation, upheld an appeal court ruling that had rejected putting 
Traoré on trial. This was because, at the time of the murder, he had been 
high on cannabis causing an episode of “acute mental delirium.” 

https://www.jns.org/opinion/anti-semitism-is-a-form-of-delirium-especially-
in-france/ 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/04/earth_days_legacy_of_failed_apocalyptic_predictions.html
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/04/earth_days_legacy_of_failed_apocalyptic_predictions.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9437615/Two-teenage-girls-accused-car-jacking-killing-Uber-Eats-driver-reach-plea-deal.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9437615/Two-teenage-girls-accused-car-jacking-killing-Uber-Eats-driver-reach-plea-deal.html
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/04/when_black_lives_matter_and_matter_and_matter.html
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/04/when_black_lives_matter_and_matter_and_matter.html
https://www.jns.org/opinion/anti-semitism-is-a-form-of-delirium-especially-in-france/
https://www.jns.org/opinion/anti-semitism-is-a-form-of-delirium-especially-in-france/


 the World 

France 

Police instructed to bend lockdown rules for 
Muslims during Ramadan 

Two legal systems, two sets of rules. The establishment of a new protected 
class in France, with privileges above and beyond those enjoyed by other 
groups. What could possibly go wrong? Police and gendarmes in the 
French department of Tarn have reportedly been instructed to not give out 
warnings or fines to Muslims breaking Wuhan coronavirus curfew during 
Ramadan. 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2021/04/france-police-instructed-to-bend-

lockdown-rules-for-muslims-during-ramadan 

Pakistan 

Pakistan PM: Western governments should outlaw 
‘abusing our Prophet’ 

Pakistan has been leading the fight for years to intimidate the West into 
accepting Sharia blasphemy laws and criminalizing criticism of Islam. Many 
in the West are eager to do just that, and have already begun laying the 
groundwork by smearing any opposition to jihad violence and Sharia 
oppression of women as “racist” and “Islamophobic” “bigotry.” 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2021/04/pakistan-pm-western-governments-
should-outlaw-abusing-our-prophet 

United Kingdom 

UK votes to declare that China is committing 
Genocide against Uyghurs 

The United Kingdom's Parliament has unanimously voted to declare that 
the Chinese regime is committing genocide against the Uyghur people. 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2021/04/france-police-instructed-to-bend-lockdown-rules-for-muslims-during-ramadan
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2021/04/france-police-instructed-to-bend-lockdown-rules-for-muslims-during-ramadan
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2021/04/pakistan-pm-western-governments-should-outlaw-abusing-our-prophet
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2021/04/pakistan-pm-western-governments-should-outlaw-abusing-our-prophet


Speaking about the motion, a British, Conservative MP said that 
"Parliament has spoken with one voice and called out the Chinese 
Communist Party’s brutal oppression of Uyghurs for what it is: a genocide." 

https://thepostmillennial.com/uk-votes-to-declare-that-china-is-committing-
genocide-against-uyghurs/ 

United States 

Supreme Court Might Reverse Chauvin Convictions 
because of Maxine Waters 

Congresswoman Maxine Waters (D-Calif.) made a statement — while jurors 
in the trial of former Minneapolis police officer Derek Chauvin were not yet 
sequestered — which demanded street confrontations unless Chauvin were 
found guilty of murder. The trial judge correctly suggested that any 
conviction in the case might ultimately be thrown out on appeal, based on 
what Waters said. He condemned Waters' remarks in the strongest terms, 
but he did not have the courage to grant a defense motion for a mistrial. 
Had he done so, that almost certainly would have led to riots — which 
would have been blamed on the judge, not on Rep. Waters. So he left it to 
the court of appeals, months in the future, to grant a new trial -- which he 
should have granted. 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/17302/derek-chauvin-conviction-
supreme-court 

Officer Derek Chauvin Convicted on All Counts 

Regardless of your views on the death of George Floyd, we know 2 things 
are true: 

 George Floyd had a long violent criminal history and he had enough 
illicit drugs in his system to kill a horse. 

 Enemies of America used his death to advance their hostile political 
agenda and gain deeper control of the narratives used to destroy 
America. 

Tucker Carlson agues Derek Chauvin jury was subjected to intimidation. 

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6249744413001#sp=show-clips 

https://thepostmillennial.com/uk-votes-to-declare-that-china-is-committing-genocide-against-uyghurs/
https://thepostmillennial.com/uk-votes-to-declare-that-china-is-committing-genocide-against-uyghurs/
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/17302/derek-chauvin-conviction-supreme-court
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/17302/derek-chauvin-conviction-supreme-court
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6249744413001#sp=show-clips


 

Capitol riot: the terror attack that wasn’t 

Numerous Capitol riot myths, pushed by the media, have completely 
collapsed. Not for the first time, outlets ran with the story they wanted to 
be true. This is a sign of how the American liberal media have morphed 
into something far removed from their real purpose. You have only to look 
at coverage of ‘fiery but mostly peaceful’ Black Lives Matter riots, or of Joe 
Biden’s ‘more humane’ camps for migrant children, to get the picture. 
These publications aren’t so interested in the facts. Big Tech, the media 
and the Democrats have exaggerated and exploited these riots to push for 
draconian and illiberal measures. That – and not bewildered Trumpists 
running around the Capitol – is the real threat to American democracy. 

https://www.spiked-online.com/2021/04/23/capitol-riot-the-terror-attack-
that-wasnt/ 

So now cops are racist even when they save a black 
person’s life? 
 

The fury over the killing of Ma’Khia Bryant has exposed the cynicism and 
hypocrisy of the woke elites. In the 21st century ‘anti-racism’ has become 
an industry. It provides many people with moral authority, financial 
comfort and a sense of virtuous power. They were not about to let another 
possible white-cop-vs-black-person situation go unexploited. They need 

https://www.spiked-online.com/2020/08/27/americas-mostly-peaceful-riots/
https://www.spiked-online.com/2021/03/09/joe-bidens-more-humane-kids-in-cages-policy/
https://www.spiked-online.com/2021/04/23/capitol-riot-the-terror-attack-that-wasnt/
https://www.spiked-online.com/2021/04/23/capitol-riot-the-terror-attack-that-wasnt/


this stuff. And the girl who was in danger from Bryant? Meh. Not all black 
lives matter, it seems. 

https://www.spiked-online.com/2021/04/22/so-now-cops-are-racist-even-
when-they-save-a-black-persons-life/ 

 

Other Articles 

Africans Never Created a Civilization 
 
This is a historical preamble to what's awaiting the entire white world as 
millions of Africans are welcomed by our globohomo elites. The current 
population of Africa is 1,365,470,616 as of Tuesday, April 13, 2021. This is 
a very young population. And this population knows that whites hate 
themselves, love blackness, and want to diversify their nations.  This 
demographic reality will be the most important world historical legacy of 
this continent. Get ready. Either whites overcome their childish guilt over 
black underdevelopment and chaos, or their white civilization, the only 
civilization with a glorious and meaningful history, is doomed to fall to the 
black man.  

https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2021/04/africans-never-created-
civilization.html 
 

A Movement for Civil Rights for ex-Muslims 
 
Muslim apostates are the invisible victim group. And their fate can be 
worse than any other minority group in the world. Why? 
Currently people who leave Islam can be shunned, threatened, beaten and 
killed. But these are only the Sharia law consequences. Killing apostates 
violates our freedom of religion, but this is ignored by U.S. legal 
authorities. Former Muslims are forbidden to work as translators of Arabic 
and Farsi for the FBI and other government agencies. Former Muslims are 
also never allowed to give advice about the history and doctrine of Islam.  

 
https://www.politicalislam.com/a-movement-for-civil-rights-for-ex-muslims/ 

 
Connecting the Dots 

https://www.spiked-online.com/2021/04/22/so-now-cops-are-racist-even-when-they-save-a-black-persons-life/
https://www.spiked-online.com/2021/04/22/so-now-cops-are-racist-even-when-they-save-a-black-persons-life/
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2017/11/28/eu-president-without-millions-african-migrants-europe-lody/
https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2021/04/africans-never-created-civilization.html
https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2021/04/africans-never-created-civilization.html
https://www.politicalislam.com/a-movement-for-civil-rights-for-ex-muslims/


 
When cities were being burnt last summer by Black Lives Matter and 
Antifa, the media joined their cause and laid the groundwork for empathy. 
Their audiences were sucked under the current. People generally 
understood that these groups had different agendas, but few understood 
why they bonded. They have common goals; abolish the American criminal 
justice system, free markets  and property ownership. 

 
 https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/connecting-the-dots/ 
 

Pro-Al-Qaeda 'Wolves Of Manhattan' Magazine 
Offers Bitcoin To Anyone Killing Police Officers In 
Western Countries 

Discussing how lone wolves can exploit protests, the article suggests that 
they disguise themselves as protesters and pretend to have similar views in 
order to infiltrate the protesters and steer them to violent actions, such as 
car ramming. The magazine includes an announcement of a reward in 
Bitcoin worth $60.000 to the first person who kills a police officer in a 
Western country. The reward is available only to any Christian, Jew, or  

https://www.memri.org/jttm/pro-al-qaeda-wolves-manhattan-magazine-
offers-bitcoin-anyone-killing-police-officers-western 

Racism – Dr. Gad Saad (Facebook post!) 
 
We must reimagine medicine to root out systemic racism. 
We must reimagine education to root out systemic racism. 
We must reimagine policing to root out systemic racism. 
We must reimagine golf to root out systemic racism. 
We must reimagine dating apps to root out systemic racism. 
We must reimagine immigration to root out systemic racism. 
We must reimagine COVID vaccines to root out systemic racism. 
We must reimagine the SAT to root out systemic racism. 
We must reimagine the penal system to root out systemic racism. 
We must reimagine dentistry to root out systemic racism. 
We must reimagine retailing to root out systemic racism. 
We must reimagine parenting to root out systemic racism. 
We must reimagine sex to root out systemic racism. 

https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/connecting-the-dots/
https://www.memri.org/jttm/pro-al-qaeda-wolves-manhattan-magazine-offers-bitcoin-anyone-killing-police-officers-western
https://www.memri.org/jttm/pro-al-qaeda-wolves-manhattan-magazine-offers-bitcoin-anyone-killing-police-officers-western


We must reimagine food to root out systemic racism. 
We must reimagine the tax code to root out systemic racism. 
We must reimagine architecture to root out systemic racism. 
 
Everything is systemic racism.  There is definitely no evidence of a hysteric 
moral faux-panic.  Dismantle the US to root out systemic racism. 
 

You Tubes 
Glenn Beck has had enough  

This is an amazing statement by Glenn Beck that everyone should see, 
because it's exactly how most people feel. 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/hxOQlFfnvIwq/ 

Dennis Prager Video: Is Communism Moral? 

Capitalism has produced freedom and crushed poverty. Communism has 
produced poverty and crushed freedom. So why is there still a debate as to 
which system is more moral? Dennis Prager explains in the must-see short 
video. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2021/04/communism-moral-dennis-
prager/ 

A Movement for Civil Rights for ex-Muslims 
 
Muslim apostates are the invisible victim group. And their fate can be 
worse than any other minority group in the world. Why? 
Currently people who leave Islam can be shunned, threatened, beaten and 
killed. But these are only the Sharia law consequences. Killing apostates 
violates our freedom of religion, but this is ignored by U.S. legal 
authorities.  

 
https://www.politicalislam.com/a-movement-for-civil-rights-for-ex-muslims/ 
 

Rex Murphy interviews Melanie Phillips 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/hxOQlFfnvIwq/
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2021/04/communism-moral-dennis-prager/
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2021/04/communism-moral-dennis-prager/
https://www.politicalislam.com/a-movement-for-civil-rights-for-ex-muslims/


Melanie Phillips is a British journalist, author and broadcaster whose weekly 
column appears in The Times of London. Her books include "The World 
Turned Upside Down: the Global Battle over God, Truth and Power".  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9CbV9odmSrY 

Documentary 

 

 

Mike Lindell Presents: Absolute Interference  

New evidence foreign & domestic enemies used computer to hack the 2020 
election. With General Michael Flynn. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_O8z8geboJU 

ACT! For Canada 
 

Please consider a donation for 2021: 

https://www.actforcanada.ca/donate/ 

Without your help, our vital work in waging 

this battle of ideas would not be possible. 

 Remember:  Freedom is never free.  Please make a donation. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9CbV9odmSrY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_O8z8geboJU
https://www.actforcanada.ca/donate/
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=cIhurSV8&id=16E7EAAF5C867112EB5883D523DBCC1F723F0ADC&thid=OIF.ey%2bFvyR6MO2qLA2L9vMWLA&mediaurl=https://politizoom.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Lindell-Absolute-Interference.png&cdnurl=https://th.bing.com/th/id/R70886ead257cd6ceb3d3b47111cfaa4a?rik%3d%26pid%3dImgRaw&exph=524&expw=961&q=Absolute+Interference+with+Mike+LIndell+imagge&simid=295472751716&ck=7B2F85BF247A30EDAA2C0D8BF6F3162C&selectedIndex=3&FORM=IRPRST
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